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Abstract
     Metaverse is a virtual apace where people can enter and interact with other users in a computer-generated surroundings. It 
is an integrated system of 3-dimensional virtual worlds. These are preferably accessed via a VR headset. Users’ eye movements, 
their voice commands and feedback controllers are mainly used to navigate around the metaverse. In this way they are able to 
fully immerse themselves in the virtual world and simulate their presence. With the advent of this new technology, challenges 
are bound to occur. Most importantly challenges related to security of users need to be dealt with. Every person entering and 
interacting in the metaverse must be a verified user so that identity frauds do not happen, hence keeping the users safe from 
malicious attacks. To deal with this issue, we have come up with two features, first, an avatar facial tracking based and second, a 
chat based. By using NLP and Deep Learning, we were able to 73.77% uniquely identity a person in a WhatsApp chat group with 
other people. For the facial recognition-based security feature, we have just laid out our theoretical approach. In future, we’re 
planning to make use of other features as well such as speech pattern recognition, body positioning retrieval, retinal movement 
tracking, etc. for allowing only authorized users to enter and interact in the metaverse.
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Introduction

     In his 1992 science fiction book Snow Crash, author Neal Stephenson originally introduced the term “metaverse.” Stephenson de-
scribed the metaverse as a vast digital universe that could coexist with the physical world in which we all live. The metaverse is a 3D 
representation of the Internet and general computing. The majority of interactions back when these two technologies (the internet 
and computing) originally arose were text-based. Then they gradually shifted to a media-based model (photos, videos, livestreams). 
3D user interfaces and experiences are the next level up. Second, the metaverse may be seen to always be contained within a computer 
and the internet if we consider a mobile phone to be like carrying a computer about in our pocket. The metaverse will grow to be much 
more widely dispersed, democratic, fluid, and diversified as it grows. Experts predict that the metaverse will advance virtual reality 
by enabling users to float into the virtual world and perform tasks like hosting events and even getting married using digital avatars. 

     Metaverse are prevalent in the gaming world, but nowadays concerts are being held in the metaverse by musicians and entertain-
ment companies as well. Top teams like Manchester City are developing virtual stadiums so that spectators can watch games and, 
presumably, buy virtual goods. The sports business is following suit. Online education and governmental services will likely present 
the metaverse with its most far-reaching prospects.

https://themedicon.com/
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Uses of the metaverse

     The metaverse is hailed as a key role in boosting the digital economy due to its high value projection. The metaverse will boost the 
global economy’s main growth engine, the digital economy. Although the metaverse is already being predicted as the future of gaming, 
fashion, and even parties, experts contend that its best-case application will probably be in the field of education. A fast buck may be 
made by investing in virtual nations that don’t exist in reality, but the metaverse will only be really valuable when it is put to use in 
ways that improve people’s lives.

Is metaverse ready?

     Not right now. Interoperability is the largest barrier to Ball and Zuckerberg’s metaverse becoming a reality. Interoperability is es-
sential if the metaverse is to advance the internet to its next level, yet the barriers are so great that they appear insurmountable. There 
are technological difficulties, such as transferring assets across graphics engines and rendering them accurately on a dizzying array of 
hardware combinations. There are also legal and financial difficulties, such as getting several companies to agree not to fence off their 
gardens and getting around intellectual property rights. It’s a lot more difficult than, say, deciding on a standard for hypertext links. 

     Beyond that, people need to be convinced that they want this. The technology we use to access these worlds must be at least as por-
table and pleasant to use as a smartphone, or it will appear to be a step back from the mobile internet it is meant to replace. Addition-
ally, one must wonder how strong the desire to spend time in such a virtual environment truly is despite the fact that the science-fiction 
attractiveness of it may appear clear on the surface.

     Metaverse is a growing platform on the internet where people interact with each other with the help of their avatars but there are 
some security threats in the metaverse.

Security Vulnerabilities

Along with a wide range of benefits and applications of metaverse, there are certain things that could possess a challenge in smooth 
and secure functioning of the technology. Here are a few typical security issues that could arise in metaverse realms:

• Moderation difficulties. In the majority of the metaverses, there is no access to aid or support. For instance, nonfungible token 
theft may render a user helpless.

• Users’ vulnerabilities. Heavy-duty devices with plenty of software and memory include VR and AR headsets. They are also easy 
prey for both intentional and accidental hacking. Furthermore, location fraud and gadget manipulation allow criminals to join 
the metaverse, assume users’ identities, and wreak havoc.

• Communications between users. Because the goal of the metaverse experience is to facilitate user-to-user contact, the foundation 
of these connections is trust and exchange of goods and services. A one evil guy can inflict a lot of harm. Scale-based moderation 
is essential and must be addressed.

• Privacy. There are no laws governing the metaverse, and the requirement for data collecting for a genuinely customized im-
mersive experience necessitates privacy breach. Most of the time, users are unaware of the amount of data they are supplying. 
Additionally, because virtual experiences are borderless, unlike other legislation like GDPR that include obligations for provincial 
sovereignty, the platform owner and the property owners are ultimately responsible for maintaining privacy.

• Authentication. It might be difficult to verify that someone is who they claim to be. How can you be certain that the person you 
are interacting with is who they say they are? Consider telemedicine as an example. How can a patient tell whether the person 
they speak to is a health care provider? How can a landowner verify a doctor’s qualifications before letting them to practice?

• Compromising of the access point. As a headset is generally used to enter the VR metaverse, a breach of the headset endpoint 
might result in total control of the user’s avatar.
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Literature Review

     Although very little research has been done in the field of the metaverse, but there are some studies that have made use of be-
havioural analysis to detect compromised accounts on social media. 

     Egele et al. performed statical anomaly detection to detect compromised profiles by detecting a drastic change in the behavior based 
on user information present in Facebook and Twitter data. Viswanath and other researchers used P.C.A. on user’s Facebook history 
to detect changes in behavior patterns of users [20]. Vandam and other researchers studied about selected characteristics of Twitter 
accounts, such as the frequency of hashtags or mentions in tweets for detecting compromised accounts on Twitter [20]. Karimi et 
al. [20] used LSTM networks to learn to identify chronological irregularities by capturing chronological relationships inside user ac-
counts. Seyler et al. [20] used semantic text analysis to detect compromised social media accounts with the help of uni-gram language 
models and KL-divergence measures. Almozaini et al [22] created a framework for the detection of silent hacking of users’ accounts on 
social media using Deep learning models to detect behavioral deviations of users and prove the fallouts of classical machine learning 
algorithms for silent hack detection.

Methodology

     We have worked on two types of security features for metaverses. One is Avatar Facial Mapping based and another one is Chat-based 
authentication feature. The working of the facial mapping-based security feature has only been theoretically explored whereas, the 
chat-based security feature was built as a PoC with the help of WhatsApp chats.

Avatar Facial Mapping based Security Feature

     A solution is required to secure & verify the identity of the Avatar to prevent them from getting duplicated and being used for various 
malicious purposes that may harm the reputation of the person in the metaverse. To keep a track of uniqueness of all the users, we 
can use IP address, MAC address and other digital addresses but they can also be spoofed easily in the current digital world. So, this 
approach aims at maintaining the uniqueness and preventing this forgery by tracking the facial expressions of the Avatar. These are 
exclusive as they are just a copy of a real person’s expressions that are being imitated by another virtual figure. Hence, for avatar facial 
mapping, we can proceed in two ways:

Corrective Approach

     Initially we will make an Avatar and use it to give a speech (10-30 sec). The same avatar will be used by 5 different people for the 
same speech then we will be capturing the facial expressions of an avatar while it speaks. After we create this dataset of facial expres-
sions vs words for each person, we will test whether this data is sufficient for differentiating or not. Here either we can either map 
facial expressions to each word in the speech eliminating the problem of speaking rate that can vary person to person or we can take 
speech data extrapolate or reduce speech of person to a fixed time like 10 sec also to eliminate the problem of speaking rate and then 
capture the expressions. Therefore, we will be tracking facial expressions of an Avatar while it is in use.

Preventive Approach

     Another thing we can do is to train an agent/model while making an avatar i.e., we ask the user to record 5-6 video samples helping 
us in collection of data regarding his natural facial expressions as well his accent of speech, speaking rate etc. After we get this data, we 
train our model and track the behavior regularly. As soon as we see some unusual activity, we verify it with some additional collected 
data of the user and if something is found malicious, we block that avatar. In the end giving a blue tick against the avatar after it has 
been used for some time for authenticity. We can keep the labelled data set of the user’s facial expressions and voice w.r.t different 
sentiments. By this, we can identify whether the user has spoken the same sentence in a different mood or is it an unauthorized person.
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Given below are the steps in the methodology we idealized:

1. We are going to use avatar maker UMA plugin in Unity to capture our facial expression and put it inside our avatar.

Figure 1: Making Avatars using Unity.

2. We are going to use Mediapipe library to mark 50 landmarks on the avatar’s face generated by unity so that we can capture its 
facial movements while speaking.

Figure 2: Mapping Landmarks from Face Mesh.

3. We will convert the 3D coordinates of each of these landmarks into relative distances with respect to the central point of all these 
face landmarks at certain time frames, so that our computations can be simplified.
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Figure 3: Recording 3D coordinates of all the Landmarks.

Figure 4: Converting 3D coordinates to Relative Distances.

4. We will use PCA to apply dimensionality reduction on our dataset to optimize the model training. After some computations the 
final dataset would be ready.

Figure 5: Process to prepare the Dataset.
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5. Finally, we’ll use some ML models or Neural Networks to train on the data and predict whether a user in the metaverse in au-
thentic or not.

     In this way, we will be able to distinguish and authenticate metaverse users even if they are speaking the same sentence or express-
ing the same emotion.

Chat based Security Feature

1. The dataset was prepared first. In this project, we created the dataset using WhatsApp Group Chat messages. These messages 
were exported in the form of Microsoft Excel Workbook. It had a total of 988 records. In the chat, total 5 people participated, and 
the aim was to test whether an ML model can identify a person named ‘Vibhu’ or not.

Figure 6: Collected Messages.

2. The implementation of this project was done using Python programming language in Google Colab. This project runs on the 
Google Cloud Platform.

3. After loading the dataset, standard preprocessing steps were done. The dataset was refined, null values were removed, label 
encoding was done, etc.

4. The NLP pipeline was setup. All the steps under natural language processing were performed. In the end, we got a dataset of 
clean texts only.

5. Vectorization was performed and the dataset was split for training and testing.
6. First, a Naïve Bayes model was trained and tested for accuracy. Later, a Neural Network model was prepared to test its function-

ing in comparison to the classic ML model.

     In this way, we were able to accurately assess the performance of both of these models and 73.77% correctly predict whether the 
messages were from ‘Vibhu’ or an imposter.

Experimentation and Analysis

The step-by-step making and implementation of the chat-based security feature has been explained below:

Data Pre-Processing and EDA

1. Loaded the dataset into a Pandas data frame.
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Figure 7: Loading the Dataset.

2. Removed the unnecessary punctuations, time stamps, URL links, and unnecessary messages from the data.

Figure 8: Overall Statistics.

3. Classified the data into the target person (‘Vibhu’) and the Non-Target person (‘Non-Vibhu’) by performing label encoding and 
checked imbalance in between the two classes.

Figure 9: Dataset after Label Encoding.
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Figure 10: Visualizing the imbalance in the Target Classes.

4. Analyzed the dataset by plotting various graphs.

Figure 11: Exploring the contents of the Dataset.

Figure 12: Individual User Stats.
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Figure 13: Bar Graph denoting the no. of Messages sent each day.

Figure 14: Bar Graph denoting Message Count during various 
hours of the day.

Figure 15: Bar Graph denoting the no. of Messages sent by each person.
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Figure 16: Bar Graph denoting Total Word Count of messages sent by each person.

Figure 17: Bar Graph denoting Most Common Word Count in a Message indicating that 
people prefer Short Messages.

Figure 18: Bar Graph denoting Most Frequently used 
Words while Chatting.
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Figure 19: Bar Graph denoting no. of Emoji sent by each user.

Setting up the NLP Pipeline

1. A function was drafted to remove stop words, tokenize the texts and stem all the words in between them. All the texts were 
looped through, and this function was called to clean the messages.

Figure 20: Cleaned Messages.

2. All these words were converted into vectors so that they could be understood and computed by the mathematical model.

Figure 21: Training Set after Vectorization.
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Training Models and Checking Accuracy

1. Stratified K-fold method was used to randomly sample the dataset over and over again and select the best possible training and 
testing sets.

Figure 22: Training and Testing Sets.

2. First, a Naïve Bayes model was trained. It was able to provide us 58.95% accurate results.

Figure 23: Confusion Matrix after training using Naïve Bayes Model.

Figure 24: Classification Report after training using Naïve 
Bayes Model.
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3. Undersampling and oversampling were performed to vanish out the imbalance in the target classes. Undersampling helped us 
boost the accuracy to 62.80%, whereas after oversampling, the results remained the same.

Figure 25: Confusion Matrix after Undersampling.

Figure 26: Classification Report after Undersampling.

4. Second, a sequential Neural Network architecture was prepared for training the data on. It was able to provide 73.77% accurate 
results.

Figure 27: Neural Network Model Architecture.
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Figure 28: Accuracy Trend Line.

Results and Discussion

In this section, the comparative study of models is presented on the basis of their accuracy. In this project, the following two classifica-
tion models were selected for identifying the forgery of metaverse avatars:

1. Gaussian Naïve Bayes.
2. Neural Networks.

     For Gaussian Naïve Bayes, the model was trained and accuracy that could be obtained using it was predicted. For Neural Networks 
architecture, the model was trained on 20 epochs having the batch size of 10 each. Adam optimizer was used, and Binary Cross-Entro-
py loss was taken as the loss function. The accuracy comparison has been listed below.

Model ROC Accuracy (%)
Gaussian Naïve Bayes 58.95604395604396
Convolutional Neural Networks 73.77049326896667

Table 1: Accuracy of Different Models.

     Overall, it can be seen that Neural Networks gave better accuracy than Gaussian Naïve Bayes, so it is the best model selected for the 
purpose. Hence, the final accuracy of the selected model will be 73.77%. This model will be used for further development of security 
features in the metaverse.

Conclusion and Future Scope

     This project deals with the detection of forgery of metaverse avatars using behavioral analysis of text data using machine learning 
and deep learning algorithms. The comparative study between classical machine learning algorithms and Artificial Neural Networks 
has been presented. It was found that Neural Networks gave better accuracy than classical machine learning algorithms of about 
73.77049326896667 percent. This model will be useful for preventing the forgery of metaverse avatars in the future. 

     Since it is ongoing research, more data collection is required for more accurate behavioral analysis to get better results, and de-
ployment of the model is also required. Moreover, research on forgery detection on metaverse avatars based on voice data and facial 
expressions of the avatar is still going on. Researchers are trying their best to make the experience of the metaverse for the users 
secure and safe.  
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